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The Morning After (20Jan10)
Posted by Kurt - 19 Jan 2010 23:09

_____________________________________

With the Liberal’s losing their 60 vote majority in the Senate last night, the Obama Agenda is
now on life support. Let us hope that the GOP can keep their 41 Senators together voting “NO”
until our National Nightmare becomes History.

For the next three years it will be difficult to watch Obama occupy the Oval Office treating the
War on Terrorism as a civil action and hoping that he has no opportunity of appointing another
Supreme Court Justice.

I do feel a bit better knowing Obama will not be able to continue the destruction of our country
via Socialist Legislation.
============================================================================

Re:The Morning After (20Jan10)
Posted by jend - 21 Jan 2010 13:38

_____________________________________

Unfortunately, most of our representatives are bought and paid for, and the socialist agenda will
continue, no matter who is president.
But in actuality, it is a communist agenda which the power elite are pursuing...socialism is just the
stepping stone between democracy and communism, much like democracy was the stepping stone
between our republic and socialism...
============================================================================

Re:The Morning After (20Jan10)
Posted by Kurt - 22 Jan 2010 02:10

_____________________________________

I agree with you!

Talk Show Hosts,

Our lawmakers, regardless of party, have found ways over the years to give themselves personal
perks, pay raises and pensions fit for royalty all funded by the American taxpayers without having to ask
the voters. In some legislation and depending on how it might affect them, they have the audacity to add
a provision so that legislation will not apply to them.
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Only when our lawmakers are unable to use their positions for the fleecing of America, it will be
difficult for them not to carry out their elected duties and they will think twice before making a civil
servant position into a lifetime career!
I call on all talk show hosts to get your listeners to discuss ways to stop the unauthorized personal
perks, pay raises and pensions fit for royalty that our lawmakers now enjoy.

Thanks for any time that you might devote to our situation,

Kurt A. Cosby
U.S. Navy Retired and small business owner in the Pensacola Florida area

sent to: all radio and tv talk show hosts that I can find
============================================================================

Re:The Morning After (20Jan10)
Posted by jend - 22 Jan 2010 12:11

_____________________________________

And I agree with you!

I think that our local radio stations and our local journalists should start to address some of these
important issues. I mean...what are they waiting for?! What else has to happen before people start to
openly discuss these things and get involved?! America is disintegrating before our very eyes, and no
one in our local community wants to talk about it! I know it is depressing, but ignoring these issues is
only making things worse.

There is a reason why our founding fathers protected the FREEDOM OF THE PRESS in the first
amendment to the Constitution in the Bill of Rights; it is because they were keenly aware of how
important a free press was to a Republic! Only a well educated, informed, inquisitive public can put a
stop to the corruption going on at the very highest levels of our government, and restore our great
Republic.

But everyone has to get involved. Not just some of us; all of us.
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In the beginning of a change the patriot is a scarce man, and brave, and hated and scorned.
When his cause succeeds, however, the timid join him, for then it costs nothing to be a patriot.
-Mark Twain
============================================================================
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